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Tesla-Rapture: A Lightweight Gesture
Recognition System from mmWave Radar

Sparse Point Clouds
Dariush Salami∗, Ramin Hasibi∗, Sameera Palipana, Petar Popovski, Tom Michoel, and Stephan Sigg

Abstract—We present Tesla-Rapture, a gesture recognition system for sparse point clouds generated by mmWave Radars. State of
the art gesture recognition models are either too resource consuming or not sufficiently accurate for the integration into real-life
scenarios using wearable or constrained equipment such as IoT devices (e.g. Raspberry PI), XR hardware (e.g. HoloLens), or
smart-phones. To tackle this issue, we have developed Tesla, a Message Passing Neural Network (MPNN) graph convolution approach
for mmWave radar point clouds. The model outperforms the state of the art on three datasets in terms of accuracy while reducing the
computational complexity and, hence, the execution time. In particular, the approach, is able to predict a gesture almost 8 times faster
than the most accurate competitor. Our performance evaluation in different scenarios (environments, angles, distances) shows that
Tesla generalizes well and improves the accuracy up to 20% in challenging scenarios, such as a through-wall setting and sensing at
extreme angles. Utilizing Tesla, we develop Tesla-Rapture, a real-time implementation using a mmWave Radar on a Raspberry PI 4
and evaluate its accuracy and time-complexity. We also publish the source code, the trained models, and the implementation of the
model for embedded devices.

Index Terms—Gesture-recognition, Machine-learning, Sensing, Graph-convolution, mmwave radar

F

1 INTRODUCTION

Human computer interaction systems, such as smart
home, vehicular, or human-robot interaction, prominently
utilize gesture recognition [1], [2], [3]. While classical sys-
tems rely on ultra-sound [4], [5], IMU [6], [7], or camera
sensors [8], [9], recent approaches have exploited electro-
magnetic radiation, such as Channel State Information (CSI)
or radar, to address the limited sensing range (e.g. untra-
sound), discomfort of wearing (IMU), occlusion (lidar) or
risk of privacy leakage (RGB-depth). In particular, mmWave
radar sensing is capable of fine-grained movement recog-
nition, robust to environmental lighting or weather condi-
tions, and can penetrate thin, non-metallic surfaces. Addi-
tionally, in monostatic operation, it is capable of providing
3D spatial information through multi-antenna systems. The
high operating frequencies allow for small form factors
so that the sensor can be mounted on miniature devices.
Millimeter waves are non-ionizing and thus not dangerous
to the human body.

The input representation plays an important role in
both accuracy and time-complexity of deep learning based
systems (RGB images [10], [11], [12], depth images [10],
[11], [12], spectrograms of Doppler signals [13], and point
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clouds [14], [15], [16], [17]).
In particular, converting the raw Analog to Digital Con-

version (ADC) data from the antenna arrays to point clouds
(i.e., unordered sets of points in space), massively reduces
the data size by several magnitudes (e.g. GBytes to MBytes),
which results in faster data transfer, pre-processing, and
inference time. Unlike spectrograms of Doppler signals,
point clouds are easily interpretable since the motions occur
in a 3D space. Furthermore, strong point-cloud processing
models exist, since this format is the standard output of a
wide range of sensors [14].

We distinguish these point cloud processing models
into multi-view (projection into 2D-planes for 2D process-
ing) [18], [19], volumetric (features generated from voxels
in 3D space) [20], [21], and direct, permutation invariant
point cloud interpretation (without intermediate represen-
tation) [14], [22]. In contrast to direct processing of point
clouds, multi-view and volumetric techniques are lossy (re-
duced accuracy) and computationally intensive (time con-
suming).

To achieve a low complexity model, we there-
fore propose a direct point cloud processing method,
Tesla (TEmporal graph SeLf Attention convolution), a Mes-
sage Passing Neural Network (MPNN) graph convolution
based architecture tailored to sparse point clouds gener-
ated by mmWave radars. Utilizing the unique properties
of mmWave radar point clouds, we introduce a novel
Temporal Graph K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) algorithm to
dynamically model the temporal evolution of the point
cloud over successive frames as a graph structure, and a
novel self-attention MPNN based graph convolution layer
called TeslaConv to process the generated graph and in-
fer the gestures. Unlike Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
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Fig. 1. Overview structure of Tesla-Rapture. The radar transforms the IQ samples into a point cloud through the radar processing pipeline and this
is fed to a Raspberry Pi 4 for further processing and infer the gestures.

based models, which iteratively fuse spatial features of
each time frame, our method takes advantage of a novel
graph convolution with a single forward pass to capture the
temporal evolution by reflecting the temporal evolution of
the gesture in the intermediate graph structure. As a result,
this approach outperforms the state of the art in terms of
accuracy and computational complexity, which positions it
for embedded devices and real-time settings. In particular,
Tesla is ahead of the state of the art by a margin of up
to 4.2%, 2.9%, and 9.09% on primary settings as well as
21% in challenging scenarios of three different datasets. It is
important to emphasize that the model is 8 times faster and
has almost 40 times less computational complexity than the
most accurate competitor when it comes to inference time
and Giga Floating Point OPerations (GFLOPs), respectively.

Given the widespread usage of Raspberry PI in the
Internet of Things (IoT) from human-robot interaction [23],
[24] to smart-home applications [25], [26], we integrate
Tesla in a system called Tesla-Rapture (Tesla for RAdar
generated Point cloud gesTURE) which can be executed on
a Raspberry PI 4. The architecture is depicted in Fig. 1.

Our main contributions are:

• Temporal Graph K-NN, a novel Graph K-NN algorithm
to model the time dimension of point clouds as a
temporal graph.

• This is the first work that processes motion point clouds
using a graph convolution approach and develops a
self-attention MPNN to process the temporal graph
built through the Temporal Graph K-NN.

• A thorough performance evaluation on three datasets
with different settings including diverse environments,
distances, angles and speeds.

• An implementation on a Raspberry PI 4 in a real-time
setting.

• Publicly available code 1, trained models, and Rasp-
berry PI implementation for verification and follow-up
research purposes.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Gesture Recognition

RGB cameras, RGB depth sensors, Leap Motion, mmWave
radars, and WiFi are prominently utilized in the literature

1. https://github.com/dariush-salami/attention-based-edge-
convolution

for mid-air gesture recognition. Extensive surveys on vision-
based gesture sensing were published by Wachs et al. [27]
and Rautaray et al. [28]. These systems (e.g. MS Kinect)
employ an RGB camera and an infrared depth sensor pro-
viding either 2D color frames, full-body 3D skeleton, or 3D
point clouds [29]. However, they are limited in darkness and
occlusion, and the camera raises privacy concerns [30].

Radio Frequency (RF) gesture recognition can be distin-
guished into sub-6 GHz and millimeter waves. The former
leverages received signal strength [31] from commodity
narrow-band devices, CSI from WiFi [32], [33], [34], [35],
Doppler [36], or radar [37], [38]. However, the gesture recog-
nition accuracy below 6 GHz is limited by its small band-
width and a wavelength above 5 cm, so that antenna array
apertures become too large. In contrast, mmWave sensing
features high bandwidth (4-7 GHz) and smaller antenna
apertures. For mmWave radars, gesture recognition is either
model [39], [40] or data-driven [41], [42], [43], [44], [45], [46].
Most data-driven approaches combine Convolutional Neu-
ral Network (CNN) and RNN modules to process Doppler,
range-Doppler, and/or angle-Doppler features [41], [42],
[44]. Since these features are dependent on relative direction
of movement and angle granularity, complex tasks, such
as distinguishing simultaneous movement of different body
parts becomes challenging.

Furthermore, although there exist systems that directly
process I/Q data [47] or Doppler spectrograms [42], the
amount of data generated by the radar is in the order of GBs
per second for both I/Q and Doppler spectrograms, which
makes it a challenge to transfer and process in real-time on
embedded devices, such as Raspberry PI.

2.2 Static Point Clouds
Point clouds from RGB-depth images, LiDAR or mmWave
radars differ in their granularity. While point clouds ex-
tracted from RGB-depth images and LiDAR are dense,
mmWave radars produce sparser point clouds [48] that
do not highlight the human skeletal structure [16]. Recent
years have witnessed the emergence of mmWave radar
point cloud human sensing due to the availability of com-
mercial hardware that is miniaturized and low cost (e.g.
hand tracking [49], gesture recognition [16], [50] activity
recognition [43], gait recognition [46], or positioning [45]).

PointNet [14], the pioneering model for direct processing
of 3D point clouds extracts features on a point-by-point basis
and aggregate them using permutation-invariant pooling.
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In PointNet++ [51], set abstraction modules to sample and
group neighbouring points in each processing layer have
been added to for improved representation of spatial fea-
tures.

At the same time, by applying CNNs on graphs, graph
convolution approaches have emerged [52]. By modeling
point clouds as graphs, in which nodes correspond to
points, connected to their nearest neighbours through edges
in an Euclidean space, graph convolution principles can
be applied. In particular, a message passing algorithm
(MPNN), is utilized to gradually propagate each point’s
features as a message to its neighbours and to aggregate the
incoming messages with the features of the point itself [53].
Based on MPNN, Dynamic Edge Convolution (DEC) [54]
redefines the graph through nearest neighbour operations at
each convolution layer and messages as Euclidean distance
between neighbouring points. Although DEC performs well
on shape classification, it fails to capture temporal de-
pendency in mid-air gesture recognition. This shortcoming
specifically affects gestures that differ mainly in their tem-
poral, but not in their spatial distribution (i.e. similarity in
time-aggregated point clouds, e.g. opposing gestures such
as swipe-left and swipe-right ). To address this issue, we
reflect the temporal evolution of gestures in the graph
structure. In particular, each point can only connect to points
from previous frames.

2.3 Dynamic Point Clouds
Previous attempts to capture spatio-temporal features of
dynamic point clouds include using a combination of RNN
with either 3DCNN or PointNet layers [16], [17], [55], as
well as using a modified RNN layer to propagate infor-
mation temporally while preserving the spatial structure in
each frame [15]. In real-world applications, these models
are constrained by their high computational complexity
and restricted generalizability on point clouds generated
in different settings. However, given the sparsity of the
mmWave radar point clouds in each frame (in average
5-10 points per frame), extraction of frame-wise spatial
features does not contribute to the latent representation of
gestures. Moreover, the recurrent pipeline of RNN-based
model increases the computational complexity. To tackle this
problem, we capture the temporal dependency reflected in
the graph structure using a single pass of the proposed
MPNN model. To further increase the performance of the
model, we integrate the self-attention mechanism [56] to
increase the impact of important parts of the input data
while fading out the rest.

3 POINT CLOUDS FROM MMWAVE RADARS

We use point cloud datasets from the Texas Instru-
ments IWR14432 sensor, a Frequency-Modulated Contin-
uous Wave (FMCW)–Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output
(MIMO) radar sensor that operates in the 77 GHz RF band.
A radar transmitter antenna (Tx) emits an electromagnetic
signal, which is reflected and scattered by objects in the en-
vironment, before it is captured again by a receiving antenna
(Rx). An FMCW signal is used for range estimation of the

2. https://www.ti.com/product/IWR1443
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Fig. 2. (a) The transmitted and the reflected chirps are shown in the
frequency domain. (b) The range of the detected objects after applying
1D-FFT on the intermediate signal. (c) The velocity of the detected ob-
jects after 2D-FFT. (d) The angle of the detected objects after applying
3D-FFT on the data from multiple antennas

reflecting objects and a MIMO configuration is utilized to
compute both elevation and azimuth angles [16]. A coor-
dinate transformation of the range, azimuth and elevation
angles of the detected objects yields the point cloud in a
x-y-z coordinate system. The following signal processing
pipeline achieves the point cloud representation from ADC
data.

3.1 Point Cloud Generation

The processing unit on the evaluation kit of the radar applies
a four step preprocessing pipeline to obtain point clouds.

Range-FFT (1D): The radar sends a chirp signal (Fig. 2.a),
i.e, a signal with linearly increasing carrier frequency, and
produces an intermediate frequency signal by mixing the
transmitted and received chirps and low pass filtering.
The distance to the reflecting object is proportional to the
intermediate frequency, which is computed using the FFT
operation on the mixed signal (Fig. 2.b).

Doppler-FFT (2D): Two or more time-separated chirps are
required to estimate the radial velocity of an object. The
phase difference between two chirps at the range-FFT peak
is proportional to the radial velocity of the detected object
(2D-FFT or Doppler-FFT) which is shown in Fig. 2.c.

Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR): The CFAR detection
algorithm [57] is used to separate reflecting objects from
noise. The summation of the Doppler-FFT matrices creates a
pre-detection matrix. The CFAR algorithm identifies peaks
in the pre-detection matrix that correspond to the detected
objects. The elements with gray color in Fig. 2 show the
noisy points that are filtered by CFAR algorithm.

Angle-FFT (3D): For each object in the CFAR algorithm,
an FFT of the angle is performed on the correspond-
ing CFAR peaks across multiple Doppler-FFTs (Fig. 2.d).
Velocity-induced phase changes are Doppler-corrected be-
fore computing the angle-FFT.

The aforementioned process results in points that have
3D coordinates with respect to the position of the radar, time
sequence, and intensity of the reflection. The point cloud
generated by the radar is sparse since the CFAR algorithm
detects peaks in the pre-detection matrix as discussed be-
fore. If we reduce the threshold in CFAR to detect more
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peaks, the false alarm rate will increase resulting in noisy
point clouds.

3.2 Point Cloud Properties
The point cloud generated from the above process has
unique spatial and temporal properties.

3.2.1 Spatial properties
The point cloud is sparse and the skeleton structure of
the human is not apparent in individual frames. The radar
captures more points during motion than during stationary
phases of an object or subject. This is attributed to the signal
processing tool chain used for the radar. First, the point
cloud is extracted through range-FFT, Doppler-FFT, CFAR,
and angle-FFT operations as described above. The CFAR
algorithm relies on range and Doppler dimensions to detect
an object, so that the detected cloud points are triggered due
to the motion and intensity of the reflection. This property
is used to filter stationary reflections in the environment.

The gestures in the horizontal plane have a higher gran-
ularity than in the vertical plane, since the radar has more
antenna elements in the azimuth direction. Eight virtual
elements can resolve an angle of 14.3◦, in contrast to only
57◦ via two virtual antennas in the elevation direction.
Another reason is the sensitivity of the CFAR algorithm in
the Doppler direction.

For reflecting objects or subjects close to the sensor, the
larger radar cross-section results in denser point clouds.
For instance, representations of arms or hands become less
sparse in short distance case. Additionally, for reflections
off objects in a distance D, the spacing between points
captured at a resolution of θ is proportional to D · θ. This
causes the point cloud to have a distance-dependent density
and causes the trained model accuracy to deteriorate with
increasing distance.

3.2.2 Temporal properties
The CFAR algorithm collapses points that are detected over
a specific fixed temporal duration t∆ into frames. The
number of cloud points is variable across frames. Even
though the skeletal structure of the body is not apparent
in individual frames, an arm’s motion constructs a spatio-
temporal structure in the direction of motion over successive
frames. These unique spatio-temporal structures in the point
cloud for different gestures can be exploited for motion
gesture recognition.

3.3 Comparison with RGB-D Point Clouds
Compared to RGB-D point clouds, mmWave point clouds
are sparse. We illustrate this in Fig. 3 using similar gestures
from two datasets. In particular, we utilize the Upper Body
Point Cloud Gestures (UBPG) RGB-D gesture point cloud
dataset [55], and the Pantomime dataset [16] (point clouds of
gestures captured by a mmWave radar). Indeed, mmWave
point clouds hold little information in each frame. Still,
stretched over four frames, a motion gesture is evolving,
that describes the two clusters of points corresponding to
the arms to close in. Specifically, the spatial relation between
points in each individual frame is less expressive to infer
a gesture than the temporal dependencies of points across
consecutive frames.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

arms

Fig. 3. (a), (b), (c), and (d) are point clouds of four frames from a single
gesture of the UBPG dataset which is essentially a closing in of the two
arms from a wider position. A similar gesture captured by the mmWave
radar is shown in (e), (f), (g), and (h) over four frames.

4 PROPOSED MODEL

In this section, we describe Tesla, an MPNN based graph
convolution approach tailored for inferring gestures from
motion point clouds.

The architecture of Tesla is depicted in Fig. 4. First, in
order to make the prediction model robust against possi-
ble spatial transformations of input gestures (e.g., rotation,
translation, scaling, etc.), we apply a TFNet [58] module on
the input point cloud. This trainable module is responsible
for producing a dynamic transformation for each input ges-
ture’s entire feature map to transform the possibly skewed
points to a rigid, uniform, and canonical point cloud, which
in turn makes the recognition in the following layers simple.
Next, we apply our proposed TeslaConv layer on the output
of TFNet, which includes two steps: Graph Generation and
Graph Processing. In the Graph Generation phase, a temporal
graph is created from motion point clouds through the
proposed Temporal Graph K-NN algorithm, which connects
each point to its nearest neighbors from previous frames
to reflect the temporal pattern of gesture. In the Graph
Processing step, we apply the proposed MPNN scheme
that learns the representation of each point according to the
structure of the generated graph. Additionally, we optimize
this layer by integrating an self attention mechanism in the
message passing scheme to improve the performance of the
graph processing. Furthermore, it decreases the computa-
tional complexity of the model by eliminating the need for
removing outliers of the dataset explicitly. In the following
we will present more details about each step of the Tesla-
Conv.

4.1 Graph Generation

Consider a point cloud X = {x1, ..., xn} ⊆ RF where each
point is represented by a feature set of xi = {f1

i , ..., f
F
i }.

In motion point clouds the frame number fsi of each point
is also a dimension of the feature set, i.e., fsi ∈ xi. The
K-NN graph G = {X, E} is obtained through the Graph
K-NN algorithm where E ⊆ X × X is the set of directed
edges between each point and its closest neighbours in the
Euclidean space.

As illustrated in Fig. 5, in the graph generation phase,
for each point, we use Temporal Graph K-NN to find the
nearest neighbors only from the previous frames. For swipe-
left gesture in Pantomime dataset, the comparison between
Graph K-NN and Temporal Graph K-NN in the graph
structure is shown in Fig. 6. The trend in the direction of
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Fig. 4. The architecture of Tesla- Having multiplied the input point cloud by a 3 × 3 spatial transformation matrix of TFNet, the transformed output
is fed into TeslaConv. In TeslaConv a temporal graph is created using Temporal Graph K-NN module and the proposed message passing scheme
(section 4.2) is applied. Afterwards, to represent the gesture as a fixed-sized vector, an MLP of size 1024 followed by a max pooling is performed.
Finally, a three layered MLP with respective sizes of 512, 256, and c (the number of classes) is used to predict the class scores of the gesture.

the arrows in Fig. 6.(c) shows the temporal evolution of
the gesture whereas that of Fig. 6.(b) is irrelevant to the
temporal pattern.

In the first step of Temporal Graph K-NN, we normalize
the feature set of each input point using batch-wise min-max
normalization.

xi =
xi −min(x)

max(x)−min(x)
. (1)

in which, min(x) and max(x) are the minimum and max-
imum values of each dimension of x over a batch of input
gestures, respectively. In the second step, we multiply the
temporal dimension of xi (fsi ) by a hyperparameter α to
control the trade-off between temporal and spatial features.
Setting α to a large number (e.g., 100) forces the model to
find the nearest neighbors only from the previous frame,
while small numbers of α (e.g., 0) gives the model more
freedom in choosing the nearest neighbors from the whole
non-masked set.

fsi = αfsi . (2)

To find the nearest neighbors only from previous frames,
we introduce a masking scheme. The masked set of points
Fxi

for xi is obtained through:

Fxi
= {xj : xj ∈ X ∧ fsj > fsi } (3)

Furthermore, the distance between two points is defined
as the Euclidean distance of all the corresponding features
of points including fsi and is calculated according to:

Dxi,xj
=

{
||xi − xj || : xi, xj ∈ X, if xj /∈ Fxi

,

∞, otherwise,
(4)

where Dxi,xj
denotes the distance between xi and xj and

||.|| is Euclidean norm operator. Finally, the introduced
masked distance function is used to find the nearest neigh-
bors in Temporal Graph K-NN.

4.2 Graph Processing
As shown in Fig. 5, in the graph processing phase, the rep-
resentation of each point is calculated through the proposed
MPNN layer based on the temporal graph. In each layer,
the hidden representation of each point is updated through

an aggregation function on the point features except for fsi
from the previous layer and the messages of its neighbours
according to:

h0
i = xi \ {fsi },
hli = Γ

j:(i,j)∈E
(Mθ(h

l−1
i , hl−1

j )), (5)

in which, hli is the hidden representation of point i in
MPNN layer l, \ is the set subtraction operator, message
function Mθ : RF ×RF → RF

′
is a non-linear function with

a set of trainable parameters θ and is usually implemented
using MLP architectures, Γ is a channel-wise symmetric
aggregation function (e.g. Σ, max, or mean) applied on the
messages of the edge emanating from each neighbor.

The choice of M and Γ significantly affects the prop-
erties and the performance of the model in Eq. (5). For
example, setting Mθ(hi, hj) = Mθ(hi) causes the model
to only capture the global features of point clouds without
considering the local structures. On the other hand, setting
Mθ(hi, hj) = M̄θ(hi, hj − hi), provides information about
the local relations of the neighbouring points. In this paper,
we use the second setting of message function to help cap-
ture the local dependencies as well as the global structure.

To decrease the effect of noisy points, we integrate a
scaled-dot multi-head self-attention mechanism [59] shown in
Fig. 7 into the message function. The goal is to let the
incident edges to point i decide their relative importance
in determining the updated representation of the point. Let
Mi =

⊕
j:(i,j)∈E M̄θ(hi, hj − hi),Mi ∈ Rk×F

′
denote the

array representation of the set of the messages of incident
edges for each point i and

⊕
is the concatenation of mes-

sages along the first dimension. A set of query Qib, key Ki
b,

and value V ib for point i in a single-head self attention is
calculated through:

Qib =MiW
Q
b , Ki

b =MiW
K
b , V ib =MiW

V
b (6)

where, WQ
b ∈ RF

′×dk ,WK
b ∈ RF

′×dk ,WV
b ∈ RF

′×dv are
learned linear projections to dk, dk and dv dimensions,
respectively and b is the head index. Then, the single-head
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Fig. 5. TeslaConv layer- For points in each frame, a directed edge is connected from the nearest neighbours in the previous frames through Temporal
Graph K-NN. Next, messages are propagated according to the direction of the edges and a multi-head self-attention is performed on them. Finally,
the representation of each point is obtained by Γ aggregation function on incoming messages.

(a)

StartEnd

(b)

StartEnd

(c)

Fig. 6. Intuition behind Temporal Graph K-NN- (a) The schematic of the swipe-left gesture from the Pantomime dataset (b) Generated graph using
Graph K-NN (c) Generated graph using Temporal Graph K-NN with α = 100. Both point clouds are shown from a top view and K is equal to 1 for
simplicity.
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Linear(    ) Linear(    )
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Fig. 7. Multi-head Self Attention mechanism- Linear refers to multipli-
cation with corresponding learnable weights (Eq. (6) & Eq. (8)), Scaled
dot-product attention is formulated in Eq. (7), and finally, Concat is the
concatenation operation in Eq. (8).

self attention on the messages of each point is calculated

through:

Hi
b(Q

i
b,K

i
b, V

i
b ) = softmax

Qib × (Ki
b)
T√

|Ki
b|

× V ib . (7)

in which, × is matrix multiplication operator. Moreover,
employing the multi-head approach allows the model to cal-
culate the attention scores using different sub-spaces at the
incident edges’ messages as well as a more stable learning
process. In this work we employ m = 8 parallel attention
layers with fo/m dimensions, where fo is the number of
dimensions of incident messages after performing message
function. The final multi-head output is obtained by

A(Mi) = (
m

‖
b=1

Hb(Q
i
b,K

i
b, V

i
b ))WO, (8)

Where WO ∈ Rmdv×F
′

are trainable weights and ‖ is the
concatenation operator. Thus, the message passing part of
the TeslaConv layer (Eq. (5)) can be updated as:

hli = Γ
j:(i,j)∈E

A(Ml−1
i ) (9)

For results on the effect of self-attention mechanism see
section 6.3.
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4.3 Permutation Invariance
Since the permutation of points in X does not alter the
nature of the gesture, the prediction model should be per-
mutation invariant with respect to the order of the input
points. This can be proved in two steps for our approach.

First, Temporal Graph K-NN, introduced in section 4.1,
uses symmetric aggregations (min and max) and calculates
the Euclidean distance between points which leads to a
permutation invariant graph generation process.

Second, in this work we use max as the aggregation
function in Eq. (9):

hli = max
j:(i,j)∈E

A(Ml−1
i ) (10)

Since max in Eq. (10) and the global max-pooling func-
tion shown in Fig. 4 are symmetric functions, the output of
the layer is permutation invariant w.r.t the input.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we present the implementation details of
Tesla-Rapture in terms of preprocessing pipeline, training
and inference phases, and real-time gesture recognition
interface on Raspberry PI 4.

5.1 Preprocessing
To prepare the data for Tesla model and study the effect
of different hyperparameters, we design a preprocessing
pipeline. Angle and distance normalization, frame division,
and point re-sampling are the steps of the pipeline in the
mentioned order.

5.1.1 Angle and distance normalization
To reduce the effect of angle and distance of the participant
w.r.t. the antenna center-line on the accuracy, data normal-
ization is performed. To do so, we use affine-geometric
transformation matrices to rotate and translate the data to
the reference point (1.5m distance and 0 angle in Pantomime
and 1m distance and 0 angle in RadHAR).

5.1.2 Frame divider
To study the effect of number of frames on system accuracy,
complying with the temporal order of points, we distribute
them in different number of frames (2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64).
Assume S is the desired number of frames and n is the
total number of points ordered based on the time at which
each point was received. We consider first n/S points as the
first frame, second n/S points as the second frame and so
on. Although we re-define the frame structure, the temporal
order of points is still preserved.

5.1.3 Point re-sampling
To study the effect of number of points in each frame on
the system performance, we employ a density-based re-
sampling strategy introduced by Cohen et al. [60] to pre-
serve the spatial structure while fixing the number of points
in each frame. Considering n/S as the desired number of
points in each frame, to reduce the number of points we
use K-means algorithm and set K equal to n/S and select
the centroids of the clusters as the points in the frame.

To increase the number of points in the frame to n/S,
we iteratively apply Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering
(AHC) and add the centroids of the clusters as new points
to the frame until we have the desired number of points.

5.2 Data Augmentation

Different data augmentation techniques are applied to im-
prove the generalizability of the system in terms of different
angles, distances, and scales. We apply the following aug-
mentations to each batch during the training phase for all
the models:
• Random translation up to 10cm
• Random scaling between 0.8 to 1.25
• Random point-wise translation (jitter) based on a Gaus-

sian distribution with µ = 0 and σ = 0.01
• Random clipping of 0.03m
• Random shuffling of the point cloud representation

preserving the spatial and temporal features

5.3 Training and Inference

The infrastructure used for training and inference phases
has 64GB of RAM and is equipped with a Tesla V100 16GB
GPU. The model is implemented using PyTorch [61] and
PyTorch Geometric [62]. We utilize early stopping mecha-
nism in the training phase with a patience of 100 epochs.
To do so, if no improvement on validation set accuracy is
observed within the patience period, training is stopped and
the best model is saved. The loss function used for training
the model is cross-entropy between class scores and one-
hot encoded labels. To minimize this loss function, we use
Adam Optimizer [63] with a step-decay strategy to decrease
learning rate:

Lr = Linit · d
b e
er
c

r (11)

where Lr is the learning rate used at each epoch, Linit is
the initial value of the learning rate, dr is the drop rate after
every er epochs, e is the current epoch and b·c is the floor
operator. In our setup Linit is 0.001, dr is 0.5, and er is 20.

5.4 Real-time Implementation

We implement Tesla-Rapture for real-time gesture recogni-
tion on Raspberry PI 4 device with 8GB RAM, as an example
embedded device with constrained computing resources.

For recognizing gestures in real-time, we develop an
algorithm which uses Tesla model as classifier. We cate-
gorize each captured frame into two sets of active frame
and idle frame. Idle frames are frames in which no notable
movement is observed and the rest are considered as ac-
tive frame. In Algorithm 1, we use a set of consecutive
idle frames as a delimiter for different gestures. A simi-
lar approach is employed in different gesture recognition
systems like DoubleFlip [64] and WristRotate [65] or even
in voice assistants, e.g., [66]. Gesture recognition is per-
formed whenever a minimum number of active frames are
identified. Thresholds for minimum active frames, gesture
delimiter, and maximum number of points for idle frames
are denoted as min frames, idle frame delimiter,
idle frame threshold, respectively and tuned empirically.
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Algorithm 1: Real-time recognition algorithm
Result: Recognized gesture
frame list = [], min frames = 2,
idle frame count = 0,
idle frame delimiter = 10,
idle frame threshold = 3;

while Receive frame data from Radar do
if len(frame list) ≥ min frames and
idle frame count ≥ idle frame delimiter
then

preprocess(frame list);
perform recognition(frame list);

end
if len(frame data) ≤ idle frame threshold

then
idle frame count+ = 1;
continue;

end
idle frame count = 0;
append frame data to frame list;

end

Pantomime RadHAR mHomeGes

Participants 41 2 25
Number of classes 21 5 10
Max. range (m) 5 m 1.5 m 3 m
Environments 5 1 7
Frame rate (fps) 30 60 10
Training samples 7000 12097 22,000

TABLE 1
Comparison of the three datasets.

The real-time recognition algorithm is implemented on a
Raspberry PI 4 with a connected IWR1443 Radar responsible
for sensing the human movement (see section 3.1). A Cortex-
R4F built-in micro-controller is employed in the radar and
the universal asynchronous receiver-transmitter protocol
realizes data transfer. We configure the device to capture
frames at a rate of 30 fps with a range resolution of 0.047 m,
a velocity resolution of 0.87 m/s, and a maximum velocity
of 6.9 m/s up to a maximum range of 5 m. The starting fre-
quency is 77GHz and our selected range resolution dictates
a bandwidth of 3.19GHz.

6 EVALUATION

This section presents the performance evaluation of the
Tesla model and Tesla-Rapture system in terms of recog-
nition accuracy and time complexity.

6.1 Datasets
For evaluation purpose, we use three radar generated
point cloud datasets: Pantomime [16], RadHAR [43], and
mHomeGes [50]. The comparison between three datasets
is shown in Table 1. All datasets were acquired using a
77 GHz IWR1443 millimeter wave radar. The gestures in
Pantomime are divided into three sets: Easy (9 classes),
Complex (12 classes) and All (21 classes) based on the execu-
tion difficulty. The Easy set comprises single-hand gestures

that are easy to perform and remember. The Complex set
comprises bimanual, linear, and circular gestures. Finally,
All consists of gestures from both sets. The training data
in RadHAR is collected from one anchor position of 1.5m,
whereas the training data in Pantomime and mHomeGes
are collected from 4 and 13 anchor positions between 1.5 to
5m and 1.2m to 3m, respectively. For evaluating the model
on Pantomime and RadHAR datasets, we employ the same
train, validation, test splits provided by Pantomime and
RadHAR authors, respectively. For mHomeGes, we use the
same 20%/20%/60% test/validation/train split for all the
models.

6.2 Evaluation Metrics
The performance of models are evaluated using recognition
accuracy (Acc.), Area Under ROC Curve (AUC), which
quantifies the discriminatory power of the classifier, and
Average Precision (AP), which summarizes a precision-
recall curve as the weighted mean of precisions achieved at
each threshold, with the increase in recall from the previous
threshold used as the weight:

AP =
∑
th

(Rtr −Rtr−1)Ptr (12)

where Ptr and Rtr are the precision and recall at threshold
tr. We also report the confusion matrix to analyze perfor-
mance further and inspect conflicting gestures.

6.3 Hyperparameter Tuning
The results of hyperparameter tuning of the model on
Pantomime validation dataset are illustrated in Fig. 9. In
order to tune each point’s neighbors number (k) and the
value of α in Temporal Graph K-NN and the number of
TeslaConv layers, different combinations of parameters are
used to train the model and test it on the validation set.
According to the cross-validation process, best results are
obtained using one layer of TeslaConv with k = 32 and
α = 10. Increasing the complexity of the model by adding
more layers does not contribute to the accuracy of the
model. Although, increasing k leads to a more complex
model since Temporal Graph K-NN generates denser graphs
(see Fig. 4), in most of the cases the accuracy is enhanced
as demonstrated in Fig. 9. In general, no clear trend is
observable when it comes to changing α indicating that
performance of different α values is not independent from
values of k and the number of layers.

We choose two sets of hyperparameters: Tesla model
with k = 32 and α = 10, the best performing one in terms of
accuracy, and Tesla-V (Tesla-Vanilla) model with k = 2 and
α = 10, reasonably accurate but faster than Tesla in terms of
prediction time.

In Fig. 10 the impact of the number of frames and the
number of points in each frame on the accuracy is evaluated
on three different datasets. Six settings of different combina-
tions of the number of frames and the number of points
per frame are considered while keeping the total number of
points (=number of frames × number of points per frame)
in each gesture constant (1024). Increasing the number of
frames up to 32 for Pantomime and mHomeGes datasets,
improves the accuracy. However, adding more frames than
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32 to the gesture in these two datasets decreases the accu-
racy. For RadHAR dataset, the optimal number of frames is
8. These observations indicate that both number of frames
and number of points in each frame play important roles in
performance of the system.

Additionally, to illustrate the effect of self-attention
mechanism on the performance of the model, we train the
Tesla without the self-attention mechanism on the training
set of the Pantomime dataset. The overall accuracy of the
trained Tesla without self-attention on the validation set is
95.2% (3% drop compared to the model with self-attention)
indicating the positive effect of self-attention in improving
the performance of the model. Moreover, we train Tesla with
number of heads, m, equal to 1 and the accuracy is 97.7
which is 0.4% behind the model with 8 heads showing
that using multiple heads improves the performance of the
model.

6.4 Classification Results

6.4.1 Overall Results on Pantomime dataset

In Table 2, the performance of Tesla and Tesla-V on Pan-
tomime dataset is compared to baseline models of Point-
Net [14], PointNet++ [51], O&H [55], PointGest [17], Rad-
HAR [43], PointLSTM [15], Pantomime [16], P4T [67], and
DEC [22]. In PointNet, PointNet++, and DEC, the frames
are aggregated through time dimension into a single frame
representing the whole gesture, since they are designed to
classify static point clouds. While the rest of the models
aim to classify motion point clouds. Moreover, from input
data representation perspective, O&H and RadHAR work
on voxels whereas the rest of them directly operate on point
clouds. In case of Pantomime and PointGest, gestures are
represented with 8 frames (same number as in the original
papers) since they are computationally demanding and not
feasible to run with more frames on the same infrastructure.
As illustrated in Table 2, our Tesla model outperforms all
baselines in every category, in terms of accuracy, AUC,
and AP. Additionally, Tesla model increases the accuracy
of state of the art by 0.9%, 4.2%, 3.1% in Easy, Complex,
and All settings, respectively, as well as achieving 100%
AUC in both Complex and All. Furthermore, Tesla-V model
performs rather efficiently compared to baselines and Tesla,
ranking 2nd on Complex and All and 3rd (only 0.1% behind
2nd) on Easy when it comes to accuracy.

6.4.2 Different Environments

We also evaluated Tesla model with different environments
on Pantomime dataset, comparing to the closest competitor.
Following the same approach as [16], the model is trained on
data acquired in Open and Office settings and tested against
five different environments reported in Table 3. We manage
to improve accuracy up-to 10% in all environments except
for Open. This arises from the fact that the frames in clut-
tered environments like Through-wall are sparser compared
to less cluttered environments , e.g., Open. Therefore, the
spatial distribution of the frames in the train set is different
from that of the test set. Consequently, the models capturing
spatial features and fusing them through Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) layers i.e. Pantomime, fail to generalize
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Fig. 8. Confusion matrix of Tesla on Pantomime dataset

well (see section 3.2). On the contrary, Tesla model, rec-
ognizes gestures based on their temporal structures which
leads to a more robust prediction in unseen environments.

6.4.3 Different Speeds
In addition, the effect of gesture speed is illustrated in
Table 3. The models are trained on gestures performed with
Normal speed and tested on Slow, Normal, and Fast speeds.
Tesla model outperforms Pantomime in Normal and Fast
articulation speeds. However, in setting Slow, we are behind
state of the art.

6.4.4 Different Distances and Angles
For measuring the robustness of the prediction against the
position of the participant w.r.t. radar, we compared the
performance of Tesla, on different angles and distances. As
shown in Fig. 11, our Tesla model outperforms Pantomime
in every setting of angle and distance in terms of both
accuracy and AUC. When it comes to extreme setups i.e.
5m distance, −45◦ and 45◦ angels, Tesla is significantly
ahead of Pantomime improving the accuracy up to 21%.
Furthermore, with the increase of distance, the performance
drop in our Tesla is less than 10%, whereas Pantomime
degrades in accuracy with an exponential rate (almost 30%).
Given the change in the distribution of point clouds in
different configurations of the radar (see section 3.2), Pan-
tomime fails to generalize since it extracts spatial features
from each frame, fusing them to identify temporal pattern.
However, Tesla recognizes gestures based on the temporal
graph which is more robust to angle and distance.

6.4.5 Conflicting gestures
The confusion matrix of Tesla on the ALL set of Pantomime
dataset is shown in Fig 8. There are a few minor conflicts
in the gestures, but the main source of confusion is between
gestures ’i’: throw and ’c’: lift which are shown in Fig. 12.
The first reason is that the gestures are similar since both
of them are performed in mainly z-axis. The second reason
is that the radar has a lower resolution in elevation angle
given the less number of antennas in that direction [16].
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Fig. 9. The effect of hyper parameters. (a) One, (b) two and (c) three layers.
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Fig. 10. The impact of the # of frames and points per frame on avg. accuracy. for (a) Pantomime dataset (b) RadHAR dataset and (c) mHomeGes
dataset

EASY COMPLEX ALL

Model Acc. AUC AP Acc. AUC AP Acc. AUC AP

PointNet 79.7 98.4 81.1 82.5 98.7 82.6 81.6 99.4 82.2
PointNet++ 79.7 98.1 80.5 84.9 99.0 85.5 83.6 99.4 84.2
O&H 77.7 96.0 79.7 83.2 98.1 84.1 79.1 97.9 80.2
PointGest 83.3 98.5 85.6 88.4 99.5 89.2 86.3 99.4 88.8
RadHAR 91.6 98.9 91.7 94.3 99.6 94.5 89.9 99.5 90.3
PointLSTM 85.1 99.1 86.3 92.1 99.8 93.6 90.7 99.7 91.8
P4T 78.9 97.0 79.4 79.8 97.0 80.2 78.2 98.1 79.5
Pantomime 96.6 99.8 96.6 95.1 99.8 95.4 95.0 99.9 95.3
DEC 81.9 98.2 82.4 89.1 99.3 90.2 86.0 99.4 86.4

Tesla-V 96.2 99.7 96.8 99.1 100 99.1 96.6 99.9 96.7
Tesla 97.5 99.8 97.6 99.3 100 99.1 98.1 100 98.2

TABLE 2
Comparison with the state of the art on the Pantomime dataset. Acc., AUC, and AP are reported in percentages. The best results per column are

denoted in bold typeface.

6.4.6 Overall results on RadHAR dataset

In Table 4, the results of different models on RadHAR
dataset are illustrated. SVM, MLP, Bi-directional LSTM,
and RadHAR use voxels as input. As shown in Table 4,
Tesla model outperforms baselines in measures of accuracy,
AUC, and AP. Moreover, Tesla-V ranks third in the table in
terms of accuracy, AUC, and AP.

6.4.7 Overall results on mHomeGes dataset

The results of different models on mHomeGes dataset are
shown in Table 5. Tesla model outperforms baselines in
accuracy, AUC, and AP. The margin between Tesla and the
closest competitor, P4T, is 9.09%. Moreover, Tesla-V ranks
second in the table in terms of both accuracy and AUC.

6.5 Time Complexity Results

In Fig. 13, time complexity comparison between Tesla and
Tesla-V and baselines on Pantomime dataset on a Tesla V100
Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) with 16GB of memory is
presented. To evaluate the efficiency of the model, we mea-
sure four different metrics of average inference time, GFLOPs,
number of trainable parameters, and size of the trained model.
For measuring inference time, two settings of batch size 1
and 16 were considered and the average time of 10 forward
passes were gathered after warming up the infrastructure
by running a few batches. Each category of measurements
in Fig. 13 are scaled based on the maximum value of the
category. According to Fig. 13, Tesla-V model has the lowest
aggregate complexity among all the models. Furthermore,
Tesla model, which is the best performing one in terms of
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Pantomime Proposed

Setting Acc. AUC AP Acc. AUC AP

Factory 89.11 99.79 91.03 97.14 99.96 97.63
Restaurant 81.13 98.84 84.01 82.14 98.19 88.40
Office 93.40 99.86 93.65 97.14 99.94 97.24
Open 96.12 99.94 97.11 94.36 99.88 96.21
Through-wall 64.43 97.24 68.72 74.64 98.51 81.56

Slow 85.00 99.33 86.62 76.19 98.69 86.19
Normal 94.05 99.90 94.27 95.95 99.95 96.53
Fast 92.14 99.68 92.93 94.28 99.87 94.62

TABLE 3
Comparison with Pantomime model (the closest competitor) on

different settings of the Pantomime dataset. The best Acc., AUC, and
AP per row are denoted in bold typeface.

Model Acc. AUC AP

Support Vector Machine (SVM) 63.74 - -
MLP 80.34 - -
Bi-directional LSTM 88.42 - -
RadHAR 90.47 - -
PointLSTM 94.11 98.70 94.74
P4T 67.82 91.33 68.64
Pantomime 94.19 99.65 94.95
DEC 96.24 99.62 96.30

Tesla-V (ours) 95.49 99.48 95.59
Tesla (ours) 98.71 99.91 98.92

TABLE 4
Comparison with the state of the art on the RadHAR. The Accuracy is
reported in percentages. The performance of SVM, MLP, Bi-directional

LSTM, and RadHAR are reported from [43]. The best results per
column are denoted in bold typeface.

accuracy, ranks 3rd in total, just behind PointNet, a model
that does not take into account the temporal dependency,
therefore, having a much lower accuracy. Compared to
the most accurate competitor (Pantomime), Tesla-V is 18
and 8 times faster in inference with batch sizes 16 and 1
respectively; and 40 times computationally efficient in terms
of GFLOPs. In addition, computationally closest competitor
is PointNet which has almost the same inference time and
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Fig. 11. Comparison between Pantomime and Tesla models. (a), (b) on
different distances and (c), (d) on angles in terms of accuracy and AUC

Model Acc. AUC AP

PointNet 80.45 99.05 75.22
PointNet++ 79.77 98.97 75.22
PointGest 68.36 96.52 65.71
PointLSTM 83.70 97.93 83.82
P4T 85.71 98.66 85.75
Pantomime 80.24 99.12 75.86
DEC 78.99 97.56 79.08

Tesla-V (ours) 90.35 99.34 90.92
Tesla (ours) 94.80 99.53 95.87

TABLE 5
Comparison with the state of the art on the mHomeGes dataset. The

best results per column are denoted in bold typeface.

Model Size IT-1 IT-16 FLOPS Params

PointNet 43.00 6.39 0.64 0.45 3.47
PointNet++ 18.40 7.03 1.08 1.68 1.47
PointGest 24.80 37.96 7.44 13.47 1.66
PointLSTM 5.28 22.00 8.00 4.03 1.24
Pantomime 45.80 43.00 12.46 15.16 3.26
P4T 76.20 25.71 1.20 4.87 19.96
DEC 6.80 72.60 6.47 0.87 1.69

Tesla-V (ours) 6.30 5.23 0.66 0.40 1.56
Tesla (ours) 6.30 13.04 4.30 1.29 1.56

TABLE 6
Comparison to the state of the art in terms of computational complexity

GFLOPs while falling behind Tesla-V by 16.5% when it
comes to recognition accuracy.

Moreover, we have the explicit metrics for each model in
Table 6. Tesla-V in terms of inference time with batch size
equal to 1 and FLOPS is better than the rest. Although in
terms of model size, inference time with batch size equal to
16, and number of parameters Tesla-V ranks either second
or third, when it comes to the normalized aggregated metric
(Fig. 13, it is ahead of the rest of the models, making
it suitable for real-time gesture recognition on embedded
devices.

6.6 Real-time Implementation Evaluation

In this part we evaluate inference time and performance of
the model on a Raspberry PI 4 device with 8GB of RAM.
The setup for the real-time testbed is shown in Fig. 15.

(a) (b)

Fig. 12. The conflicting gestures from Pantomime dataset: (a) Gesture
’i’: throw, (b) Gesture ’c’: lift
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scaled between 0 and 1. Size: model size, BS: average inference
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Fig. 15. Tesla-Rapture setup for real-time evaluation using an IWR1443
radar and Raspberry PI 4 device

6.6.1 Inference time

In Fig. 14, the average inference time on a Raspberry PI 4
with 8GB of memory with batch sizes of 1 and 16, for DEC,
PointLSTM, Tesla, PointNet++, PointNet, and Tesla-V are
illustrated. Since, Pantomime and PointGest require more
than 8GB of RAM, their implementation on Raspberry PI
is not feasible. Among the implemented models, Tesla-V is
able to predict gestures in 0.4s and 0.3s with batch sizes 1
and 16 respectively, making it the only model predicting a
gesture in less than half a second. As a result, Tesla-Vis the
only suitable model for integration into the real-time gesture
recognition interface Tesla-Rapture, since inference time of
more than one second in the case of all other models, is not
fast enough for real-time user experience.

6.6.2 Performance

To evaluate the performance of the purposed gesture recog-
nition system, Tesla-Rapture, the pipeline shown in Fig. 1 is
implemented. The prediction model in this system is Tesla-
V (the only model with inference time of less than one
second) and the inference is done on a Raspberry PI device
connected to an IWR1443 radar for gathering gestures.

Since Pantomime dataset does not have a class for re-
jecting gestures (no-gesture class), 2 hours of moving point
clouds in which there were random movements of partic-
ipants as well as idle frames were recorded. The training
data from Pantomime dataset was combined with no-gesture
samples to train the model. As a result, to train Tesla-V for
the real-time system, we used 22 classes including a no-
gesture class to reject the gestures that do not belong to the
gesture set of Pantomime dataset.

In the evaluation phase of the Tesla-Rapture, we asked
5 participants to perform each class of gesture for 10 times
as well as doing random movements in front of the radar
(like walking, staying idle, and doing some random gestures
other than the original gesture set). To do so, we showed
gesture videos to participants and asked them to perform
each gesture a few times before the actual evaluation. In the
evaluation round, we showed the name and the schematic
view of the gesture in a random order on the screen and
the participant performed the gesture. As shown in algo-
rithm 1, we use a few idle frames as a gesture delimiter.
Consequently, between each gesture there was one second
gap. The overall accuracy of the real-time system is 90.53%
and the false-alarm rate is 4.4%.

7 DISCUSSION

Gesture Recognition. Introducing Tesla-Rapture system,
as a fast and accurate gesture recognition interface is a
step forward in human-computer interaction scenarios for
integration with many off-the-shelf devices. Given the ro-
bustness of the system in different environments, angels,
and distances as well as real-time performance, Tesla-
Rapture system can be incorporated into a wide range
of applications e.g., smart-homes, vehicular settings, and
human-robot interaction. Furthermore, the model can be
trained on a customized set of gestures and deployed on
Tesla-Rapture for a specific real-time application.
Speed vs. Accuracy. High performance of Tesla makes it
suitable for sensitive applications in which the accuracy
cannot be compromised. However, this performance comes
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with a cost of slower recognition speed. To address this
issue, we introduced Tesla-V, a faster prediction model, with
only 1.5% drop in accuracy while performing inference 3
times faster than Tesla. Thus, Tesla and Tesla-V cover a
wide range of applications with different speed-accuracy
requirements.

Egocentric Applications. Due to the computational effi-
ciency and robustness to different environments and an-
gles, Tesla-Rapture system can be extended to scenarios
where egocentric gestures should be recognized on con-
strained devices. Tesla prediction model can be modified
to adapt to new applications for wearable devices, e.g.,
Microsoft HoloLens3. Currently, HoloLens 2 captures hand
gestures using RGB-D sensors. Given the benefits of radars
over RGB-D cameras (see section 2), integration of Tesla-
Rapture with HoloLens improves the performance of hand
gesture recognition which is one of the main interaction
mechanisms of this device.

Tesla on Dense Point Clouds. We trained and evaluated
Tesla on SHREC-28 [68] and NVGesture [11] datasets, in
both of which a set of dense gestures are collected using
a depth camera. The proposed model achieves 81.5% and
80.1% accuracy, while the state of the art (PointLSTM) has
94.7% and 87.9% accuracy on SHREC-28 and NVGesture,
respectively suggesting that Tesla fails to capture spatial
structures in each frame effectively which is vital for dense
point cloud processing. Since Tesla aims at recognizing ges-
tures from mmWave radar generated point clouds, highly
sparse compared to that of other devices (see section 3.3),
capturing spatial features of each frame does not contribute
to the performance. Our approach outperforms PointLSTM
(state of the art model on SHREC-28 and NVGesture),
with a margin of up to 12.4%, 11.1%, and 4.6% accu-
racy on mmWave radar generated point cloud datasets of
Pantomime, mHomeGes, and RadHAR, respectively (see
section 6.4.1).

Tesla on PRM (Pantomime, RadHAR, mHomeGes). To
further analyze the performance of the proposed model,
Tesla, on scenarios with higher number of gestures, we
combined the three datasets to have 36 classes of gestures.
Tesla was trained from scratch on 70% of the data and tested
using the rest. The accuracy is 93.31% indicating that the
model is able to generalize well on the scenarios with more
number of classes.

Future Work. While in this work, we introduced Temporal
Graph K-NN to reflect the temporal dependency in graph
generation, the graph is still being created statically us-
ing Graph K-NN algorithm. Reinforcement Learning (RL),
imitating the cognitive reward based learning process, en-
hances the graph according to the accuracy of the classifica-
tion model. Therefore, dynamic graph generation using RL
is one possible direction for improving the temporal graph.

8 CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed Tesla-Rapture, a real-time gesture
recognition interface based on mmWave radar generated
sparse point clouds. In doing so, we designed Temporal

3. https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/hololens

Graph K-NN to implicitly reflect the temporal evolution
of gestures in a temporal graph on which the proposed
attention-based MPNN is applied to recognize gestures.
Moreover, we presented two versions of Tesla and Tesla-
V employing the mentioned strategy. Our results show that
Tesla-Rapture enhances the accuracy up to 21% in extreme
settings while reducing the prediction time by a magnitude
of 8 and computational complexity (GFLOPs) by almost 40
times compared to the most accurate competitor.
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